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Case Study

Motorola Solutions focuses on developing technology for over 100,000 public safety and commercial customers around
the world. Their global team of product managers works on developing innovative products for their wide customer
base. The Product Management team was faced with a high-stakes project with a short timeline. The leadership knew
they needed to get everyone using the same tools and language to have a successful product launch. Motorola
Solutions began searching for a solution that would give their teams the tools and process they needed to make
customers and use cases central to product development.

THE PROBLEM
Product managers at Motorola Solutions were approaching product development in a variety of ways and looking to
align on best practices that put the customer at the center of the product development and management process.
Motorola Solutions knew that in order to grow and develop products customers love, they needed to help all types of
product managers with varying degrees of experience to approach the product development process in the same with
a clear focus on the customer.
“Most training courses are dedicated
to a specific narrow deliverable.
Until the RPM Experience I had not
seen any training broad enough to
encompass what I have been doing
in product management over the
past 20 years. The 9-week time
period allows our teams to absorb
what they are learning and put the
tools into practice. Our teams are
now focused on bringing the
customer voice to the product
development process and we are
quickly becoming a customer-driven
organization. I would tell organizations that even if you have
experienced engineers or product
managers, this experience allows
everyone to get on the same page
and speak the same language.”
- John Touvannas,
Director of Product Management

• Individuals approaching product development in different ways
• Wide range of experience and backgrounds on the team

THE SOLUTION
Having been through PDMA training with Product Innovation Educators in
the past, the Director of Product Management reached out to see what we
could offer to their team. While initially looking for a workshop experience,
we knew they needed a more comprehensive approach to deliver the results
they wanted. We recommended taking their product managers through our
Rapid Product Mastery Experience, aka the RPM Experience.
The RPM Experience is 9, 75-minute sessions accompanied by online training,
for groups of product managers and product team members. Using a team
learning approach along with a proven 7-part product development
framework, teams discuss and apply what they are learning to the challenges
they are currently facing in their roles during a weekly virtual meeting.
Throughout the week individuals study the knowledge areas and come to
meetings prepared to discuss with their group members. The experience is
facilitated by a product innovation expert who understands the challenges
product teams face to consistently develop products their customers love.
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Motorola Solutions started by taking one product management team through the RPM Experience. The pilot group
consisted of new product team members, experienced product managers and engineers. At the conclusion of the 9
sessions, participants shared a common language for product development and had started implementing
customer-focused tools into their work. Additionally, product managers who weren’t part of the pilot reached out and
asked to be part of the training which led Motorola Solutions to decide to take all of their product managers through
the RPM Experience.

THE RESULTS
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After the initial pilot, Motorola Solutions elected to have all of their product managers world-wide complete the RPM
Experience with Product Innovation Educators. Since completing the experience, Motorola Solutions reports seeing an
increased use of customer-focused language, tools and processes. Newer product managers now feel more confident
in their roles and share a common language with more experienced team members and engineers. Senior product
managers are now more involved sharing information and knowledge with others. Product Managers at Motorola Solutions also report feeling more connected to their peers, more confident in their roles and have a common foundation
from which to start their product development process.
• Common product development language in use
• Using customer-first product development consistently
• Better collaboration between product and engineering teams
• New Product Development Professional (NPDP) Certifications
- Several participants earned the certification after completing the RMP Experience
• Actively applying new techniques to product development

“I would wholeheartedly recommend
this program. As a newer Product
Manager I found the training very
useful and appreciated the exposure
to different areas of the organization.”
- Scott

“I was able to apply what I was
learning to my job right away. It
helped me to identify and move
around stumbling blocks quickly.”
- Tom

“The structure allows you to study on
your own time while also requiring
you to be prepared to share with your
group weekly. It was helpful to share
and discuss our experiences based on
the material we covered each week.”
- Adriana

ABOUT PRODUCT INNOVATION EDUCATORS
Product Innovation Educators understands that quickly innovating and launching the right
product to the marketplace is essential to an organization’s success yet 40% or more of
launched products fail. Through a research-backed approach along with real-life
experience, we’ve created a repeatable framework that helps product managers move
from uncertainty to product mastery. After completing our training product managers are
equipped with a clear product development process and the ability to use the power of
collaboration to quickly develop the right products. Plus, they will be ready to become
certified by PDMA if desired.

At Product Innovation Educators, we give teams the confidence to develop and
launch products customers love.
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